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ABSTRACT

There are various problems concerning artificial intelligence which can be stated in the form of constraint satisfaction problems (CSP). These problems are defined by a set of variables and a set of constraints in the range of selectable values for variables. Solution of this problem is a set of values for variables so that all constraints of the problem are satisfied. A part of Algorithms for CSP are forward algorithms. They are used to check consistency and constraint propagation. The most famous forward algorithm, is forward checking algorithm (FCA). In this article we are going to introduce FCA and suggest two algorithms to improve efficiency of forward.
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Typically, Back propagation (BP) algorithm is the most widespread technique in Artificial Neural Network (ANN learning). However, major disadvantages of BP are due to its convergence rate sluggishness and always being trapped at the local minima. Consequently, …
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Solving fuzzy relational equation (F.R.E) is a very important research topic because many practical problems end up with F.R.E. Most theoretical results on F.R.E. strongly rely on an assumption that the family of exact solutions is nonempty. However, …
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Nanometric-sized LiNi0.8Co0.2O2 powders were obtained from the resins synthesized by the polymerization of citric acid and cellulose. The powder calcined at 600 oC exhibited a pure high temperature phase of LiNi0.8Co0.2O2. The surface response method …
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Conditional random fields (CRFs) model is the valid probabilistic model to segment and label sequence data [1]. Comparing with other statistical models, such as HMM, MEHMM, CRFs process the data sequence in terms of the context of data. Chunk analysis …
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This study aims to propose a simple calculation method considering road network factors and summarized into 6 indexes for evaluation. Shin-hua Township in Tainan County is selected for case study. Firstly factor analysis is used for the key factors affecting …
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This study considers the problem of generating all minimal solutions of a system of fuzzy relational equations (FREs) with max-Archimedean t-norm composition. It defines the binding matrix of a system of FREs, and then shows that an irredundant covering …
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Peer-to-peer based live stream sharing platform is a novel technique for distributing visual data. Because of developments in computer equipment and network service, viewers can watch shows via the Internet rather than through the conventional broadcasted …
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Mining frequent itemsets in data streams is an emergent research topic. Previous approaches generally assume a fixed minimum support threshold on mining patterns in the stream. However, allowing users to interactively specify minimum supports is more …
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Ubiquitous computing requires an intelligent environment where the users do not need to be involved in the operation. The agent technology allows effective implementation of ubiquitous system, while agent platform provides efficient and stable interaction …
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Segmentation of the brain internal structures is an important and a challenging task due to their small size, partial volume effects, and anatomical variability. In this paper we propose a method that segments automatically the deep brain internal structures.
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In general, the detection of cardiovascular disease is performed by ECG, Electrocardiogram, to dynamically monitor and analyze the disease status. Additionally, ECG is also used to diagnose the latent disease to proceed with a further treatment. Therefore,
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By the analysis of NOx formation principle in the coal-fired process of power station boiler, the boiler operation parameter related with NOx emission are determinate. Then the furnace temperature field is gained by using combustion flame image processing.
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In wireless sensor networks, object tracking is one of the important topics in research of wireless sensor networks. However, the core technology of object tracking is the positioning technique. In recent years, many positioning methods have been proposed.
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With the wide use of anonymity tools, both blocking and anti-blocking of these tools have become hot topics. And the traffic identifications of the corresponding tools are key issues of both blocking and anti-blocking. In this paper, we address on identifying.
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Boosting is the most popular method of improving quality and stabilizing weak classifiers. It bases on the voting by the group of classifiers, where each of them is generated on the basis of modified original learning set. The modification of AdaBoost.M1
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Highway safety is always an important issue for automobile industry, so many researches have been conducted to prevent from or reduce the accidents. Cooperative Collision Warning (CCW), which provides an active safety mechanism for vehicles on highways
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An in-vehicle anti-theft approach, named GIVAC (Group Identification of in-Vehicle Anti-theft Component), is proposed. The approach proposes that each valuable appliance should be integrated with an GIVAC component which will not enable the functions.
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Reverse Engineering (RE) technique is now becoming an emerging technology for modeling a physical part into a digital model. This is eventually required when one has to redesign an old product or to remanufacture a non-filed engineering product. This
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This paper presents a fuzzy sliding mode speed control design procedure for robust stabilization and disturbance rejection of the synchronous reluctance motor (SynRM) drive system. In general, the conventional sliding mode control design is assumed that ... expand
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In this paper, we develop an immune system assisted radial basis function (RBF) neural network for wireless channel tracking in pilot-added orthogonal frequency-division multiplexing (OFDM) systems. The RBF network is applied to approximate and follow ... expand
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Mobile Web pre-caching (Web prefetching and caching) is an explication of performance enhancement and storage limitation of mobile devices. In this paper, we present the granularity of Rough Sets (RS) and RS based Inductive Learning in reducing the size ... expand
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The accident (manufacturing mistake) in production line gives a large influence on the production cost. The number of enterprises recognizing the accident should be managed through company risk management process is increasing. However in those circumstances, ... expand
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We propose a method that utilizes independent component analysis (ICA) and support vector machines to classify electrocardiogram (ECG) beats. In this study, ICA is used to dig up underlying components from ECG signals. A classifier constructed by support ... expand
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Wavelet-based bispectral analysis is addressed for condition monitoring of induction machines. This advanced signal processing technique combining wavelet analysis and bispectral techniques allows the detection and characterization of non-Gaussian and ... expand
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The conceivable development of information technology will enable mechatronic systems with inherent partial intelligence. We refer to this by using the term “self-optimization”. Self-optimizing systems react autonomously and flexibly on changing environmental ... expand
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Among all kinds of investment activities, security’s transaction is an important activity among all investors’ involvements in the past decade. How to find out the relationships between a security’s name, price, trading quantity, and/or other scientific ... expand
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This work presents a novel algorithm, the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) algorithm, which can solve the parameter selections under a dynamic environment for product parameter design. The utility of the algorithm is assessed by the ANN links parameters... expand
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Traditional sampling survey via questionnaire is difficult in reflecting interviewee's incomplete assessment and uncertain thought. Therefore, if we can use fuzzy sense of sampling to express the degree of interviewee's feelings based on his own concept, ... expand
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In this paper, we use a neural network based algorithm to find the best path in a directed and weighted graph. In this algorithm, we define a suitable energy function; the minimum of this function correspond to the best path. By using gradient descent... expand
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The goal of this paper is to propose a design method of closed-loop Petri net model respecting user specifications. We propose a synthesis method for optimal controllers based on the supervisory control and the Petri nets formalism. By proposed the method... expand
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Reactive planning serves for fast but intelligent reasoning of intelligent artificial agents. In this paper we show some weak spots of such kind of planning together with our approach how to solve them. To be specific, we present our preliminary work... expand
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This research combines Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) and computer vision technology to assist printable circuit board (PCB) production line with quality control management. The proposed system relies on RFID tags offering ubiquitous computing... expand
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Schedule is always running tight during the software system development, thereafter reducing efforts of performing software testing management. In such a situation, improving software quality becomes an impossible mission. It is our belief that software... expand
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It is difficult to identify the fault type with the signal gathered from the sensors. In this paper, a new fusion algorithm based on the Dempster-Shafer theory of evidence and neural networks is brought forward. This method combines the advantages of... expand
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In this paper, we propose a novel method that automatically extracts characteristics of cracks such as length, thickness and direction, etc., from a concrete surface image with a series of image processing techniques. We use the closing morphologic operation... expand
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